Smart.
Safe.
Green.

A new way to clean

Carpet Cleaners,
Vacuums, Scrubbers
& Sweepers

Carpet Cleaners & Extractor Machines

TW 300S:
The little professional spray-extractor
TW 300 S is a compact power package
on 4 casters. Carpet washing, hard floor
cleaning, vacuum cleaning and water
pick up in one machine.

TW 412:
Spray extraction machine for
professional use. Thanks to the
compact and lightweight construction
ideal for basic cleaning of small to
medium sized surfaces. The same
machine like the TW 411, but with two
pumps and two jet carpet adapter for a higher spray
quantity.

TW 350S:
Spray-extraction machine for smaller
areas. Best cleaning results thanks
to two spray-pumps (higher spray
capacity). Small and compact machine
for general and maintenance cleaning.

TW 600:
The extraction machine TW 600 is
compact in size and big in performance.
Unique membrane thank system gives
a massive 28 litre capacity suitable for
large areas.

TW 383:
The exceptional carpet cleaning machine
with brush action forwards cleaning and
backward water sucking. The ideal machine
for professional cleaning of medium
areas. Push bar hinged. With it‘s adapter
connection it is possible to clean corners,
edges and stairs.

TW 1250:
In basic design and quality the TW 1250
is identical to the TW 1240, but the TW
1250 has 4 jet nozzles and the spray
pressure is fully adjustable from 2 to 11
bar.

TW 411:
Spray extraction machine for textile
surfaces such as carpets, upholstery
or car interiors. Thanks to the compact
and lightweight construction ideal for
basic cleaning of small to medium sized
surfaces. Easily removable dirty water
tank allows a efficient operation. The powerful suction
for results in a fast dried surface, the optional hard floor
adapter allows cleaning of stone or other hard floors.

TW Compact:
The exceptional carpet cleaning
machine with brush action forwards and
backward cleaning. The ideal machine for
professional cleaning of large areas. Push
bar hinged. With it‘s adapter connection
it is possible to clean corners, edges and
stairs.
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Dry Vacuums

BS 350 Upright Vacuum Cleaner:
High-performance, handy low vacuum and floor
brushing machines. The roller brush with four height
settings makes the cleaner suitable for all kinds of
carpets.

S 05:
A machine designed for the operator, it’s
five castors, powerful suction and high
durability meets all their requirements. Total
vacuum cleaning in a small convenient
package.

BS 460 Upright Vacuum Cleaner:
High-performance, handy low vacuum and floor
brushing machines. The roller brush with four height
settings makes the cleaner suitable for all kinds of
carpets.

S 10:
Practical compact design with powerful
vacuum performance. The S 10 is quiet,
robust and very user friendly. The S 10
is manufactured using materials that are
100% recycable.

RS 05 Back Pack Cleaner:
The new user-friendly RS 05 Back Pack has
been designed and developed with the user
in mind, setting new standards of comfort and
usability. Also see the PowerSweep PS-BPV
Back Pac Vacuum.

S 10 Plus:
A small, quiet, agile and powerful
performer with five castors. Instead of
technical gimmicks the user benefits
from a high standard, durable,
quality product that ensures positive
performance. An extremely userfriendly model with ergonomic and multifunction handle.
S 10 Plus HEPA:
Same equipment as 10 plus, but with Hepa filter
cartridge, special seals and dust bag.
S 20:
Powerful practical and strong vacuum
cleaner for exacting demands. High mobility
thanks to low weight and 5 castors.
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Wet & Dry Vacuums

Steam Vacuum Cleaners

SW 21 Combi:
Robust and flexible, the perfect model for
small to medium areas. For operators who
require a high-performance wet and dry
vacuum cleaner, with added benefits for
easy operation.

DS 7:
With a maximum performance and
enormous capacity, the DS 7 steam
vacuum unit is distinguished above all
by its application in the commercial
sector. The simple principle of steam
and extract in one operation ensures
first-class cleaning results. 240V or 400V models
SW 21
Aqua: High perfomance and uncompromising. The available.
model for professionals who require a heavy duty wet
pick up vacuum with long lasting accessories. This
SW21 Aqua is also perfect in combination with the use
of Cleanfix single disc machines.
B 25 KW:
Wet and dry vacuum cleaner with high
vacuum power for professional use.
BIA proofed special filter max. 200 °C,
which filter’s flour and smooth dust. The
bakery vacuum cleaner is protected with a
temperature switch.
SW 60:
Triple engined wet and dry vacuum cleaner
with high suction power for professional
use. Thanks to its four wheels, it is easy
to transport. High-quality stainless steel
container and stainless steel tubes.
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Scrubber Dryers

RA 501 E:
Very tough scrubbing machine for middlesized floor space in business and industry.
Optimum cleaning results with high brush
pressure. With big wheels the machine
runs vibration-free and copes well with
obstacles. The machine pulls itself forward by using the
brush rotation.

A 300 E:
2 disc brushes. The ideal compact machine for smaller
areas of all types of hard floor. The two disc brushes
thoroughly scrub the floor, and the dirty solution is
immediately extracted via squeegee system. With
adjustable handle.
RA 320 IBC:
The new Scrubber Dryer RA 320 IBC is
100% Swiss Made and the perfect product
to reach your cleaning aims, especially for
areas where hygiene is important. Its the
ideal machine for cleaning areas between
20 m² up to 200 m². Thanks to the slim working width
of 33cm the machine is very agile, ease-to-handle and
with a full charged battery can run upto 40 minutes
continuously. An advantage is that this machine can
clean both forwards and backwards due to two sets
of specially positioned suction nozzles which enable
you to achieve great cleaning results even in difficult to
access areas. The two counter-rotating brushes clean
even deep joints and safety floors.

RA 561 B (Battery):
Very tough and powerful scrubbing
machine for hard and soft floors in
business, industry and public facilities.
Traction drive with stageless speed control.
Clear arranged control elements provide
user friendly handling.
RA 701 B (Battery):
Extremely strong scrubbing machine
with 2 brushes for perfect results on
big areas. Fast, economical and thanks
to its manoeuvrability better to handle
than other machines. Sophisticated
modern and stainless construction (framework made
of stainless steel). The closed and compact design
supports hygienic work.

RA 410 E or RA 410 B (Battery):
1 cylindrical brush. Perfect results on all
types of hard floors with the Cylindrical
brush plus twin retractable squeegees.
Scrubs and dries both forward and
backwards. Mains powered version. With
adjustable handle.

RA 800 Sauber:
The RA Sauber shows its power where
we ask for manoeuvrability and speed.
The Sauber drives through doors with
a width of 80 cm, has a good turning
RA 431 E, RA 431 B (Battery) or RA 431 IBC circle and is 50% faster then a walk
behind scrubber. Due to the four wheels, a drive in the
(Integrated Battery Charger):
back, the machine is comfortable, low to get on, very
Very tough scrubbing machine for middlestable, very robust.
sized floor space in business and industry.
Optimum cleaning results with high brush
pressure. With big wheels the machine
runs vibrationfree and copes well with obstacles. The
machine pulls itself forward by using the brush rotation.

RA 900 Sauber:
The RA Sauber shows its power where
we ask for manoeuvrability and speed.
The machine is comfortable, low to get
on, very stable, very robust. Safety is
guaranteed due to the four wheels and
a drive in the back. A 130 litre water capacity will offer
the right quantity of water used for the cleaning task to
be done.
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Single Disc Machines

Duo Speed:
Duo-Speed single disc machine is ideal for
scrubbing and polishing with two adjustable
brush-speeds (190 or 380 rpm).

Scrubby:
The Scrubby Machine cleans effectively.
It offers you easy and comfortable
cleaning in all kinds of difficult places
and narrow areas without the annoying
presence of electric cables. Extra
precautions for working in damp areas are no longer
needed. The machine is extremely lightweight at less
then 3 kg including a battery. A 9.6 V rechargeable
battery and separate 1 hour quick-charger makes the
Combi Machine the perfect assistant on your cleaning
trolley or the ideal combination with bigger floor cleaning
machines. The 18 cm brush and free space around the
motor allows the Combi Machine to function in corners,
skirting boards, walls, ceilings, etc. Now all hard-toclean and difficult to reach nooks and crannies can be
comfortably cleaned by machine. The functionality of
the Scrubby is best shown in areas where conventional
cleaning methods are either impractical or laborious.

R 44-450 High-Speed:
Highspeed machine, effective, efficient, quiet and with no
vibrations. For the maintenance cleaning with cleaning
emulsion and super pad for high-gloss polishing.
PowerDisc High-Speed 400:
Highspeed machine, effective, efficient, quiet
and with no vibrations. For the maintenance
cleaning with cleaning emulsion and super
pad for high-gloss polishing.
R 53-1100 / Ultra High-Speed:
Superfast – side ways and forward and
backwards – the Clean-fix ultra-highspeed
machine surfs over the floor. Optimum
pressure for quality floors, ideal for polishing
and spray-cleaning. With integrated pad
holder and dust ring.

FloorMac 300:
Special machine for the maintenance cleaning
of parquet, stone floors and linoleum. The Floor
Mac runs very smooth and the antivibration
system makes the machine manageable for
everyone.

R 53-1500 / Ultra High-Speed:
Burnishing at 1500 revolutions per minute.
For medium and larger areas with the same
abilites as the 53-1100.

PowerDisc 165:
The standard machine for the maintenance
and basic cleaning. The PowerDisc is a
torque, belt driven unit which is very quite and
vibration free. This strong transmission also
ensures maximum cleaning performance.
With high polymer housing.
R 50-150:
The standard belt driven machine for
maintenance and ground cleaning for large
areas. Working width 50 cm. Due to the
offset motor easy and simple to operate.
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Sweepers

HS 700 S:
Compact manual sweeper, ideal for
playgrounds, forecourts and almost any
hardfloor area. The HS 700 S provides
highspeed effortless sweeping and a
smooth and silent operation.
HS 770:
Compact manual sweeper for mediumsized surfaces in the home and in the
business for inside and outdoor areas.
Unlimited use on all floors. Side and
main brooms are adjustable. Robust
construction for long life.
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